
No.

Type・Door

Interior

Score

Engine Model： Model No.： Classification

No. :

Inspection Valid (Shaken) :  　　　　　　　　　 OEM S　R OEM AW P　 S P　W

Parts Leather Seat T　V Navi Airbag

Body Base Color　　　　　Color Change

Color PEARL WHITE

Specification
Score

First Registration Displacement

Make

NISSAN 

Vehicle

SILVIA

Model

E-PS13-KAI

Grade
R

2WD

・

4WD

◎ Specification ・URAS Side Shoe

・KTS Air Cleaner ・Aftermarket 5 point Roll Cage

AC

Type
NO

Maintenance

BookFuel
Gasoline

Diesel Fuel・（　　　　）

Interior Color :

G

Color Code : 

Recycling

Deposit :

8,960

Passenger

2
Mileage 464,694

・Aftermarket Surge Tank ・NAGISA AUTO Gacchiri Support

・S14 Throttle ・HKS HIPERMAX

・One-Off Suction Pipe ・CUSCO Tower Bar

・HKS Exhaust Manifold ・CUSCO Front Cross Bar

・ORC Clutch & Clutch Line ・One-Off Aero

・NABCO Operating Cylinder ・Carbon Hood and Roof

・ER34 Catalyzer ・NISMO Bush

・Kakimoto Kai Muffler ・RAYS SE 37 17 inch.

・KAAZ LSD 4.083 ・ULTRA code

・ECR33 Type M Front Caliper

・S14 Transmission ・TOMEI Reytec ECU

・ACPT Carbon Propeller Shaft ・Air Flow less

◎Trust Kikaku Inspection Report ・A/C unit is missing.

・Front has repair record. ・Has rivetings overall and its body is

・Project μ Brake Rotor Front & Rear

・5 Holes Hub

・Has stains, modified or repaired marks ・Has rust and scratches underneath.

   inside the cabin and has no carpet. ・Has many scratches , repair marks and 

・Door mirrors power folding  is not working.    reinforced.

・Some parts inside the cabin are missing. ・Odometer switched.

・Both left & right  F instrument panel has

    distortion and  drilled holes.

・S house has modified cut and missing.    missing parts overall.

・R panel has modified cut and missing. ・Power window  less on driver's seat.

5016
1993/7M 2000cc

SR20DE 06721 0034

5F
Shift Type

2021/9M

Engine：　NA　/　TURBO

2D Q's C

Km
Mile

JPY
Y・N

Seater

Vehicle Report



5016

・Both driver's seat and passenger's seat are ・Many conversions! All are approved!

  aftermarket seats. They are in bad condition. ・Has shaken until July 2021.

・Has paint color faded and repaired marks overall. ・Power steering less.

DEFECT REPORT

◎ Scar・Dent・Repir Part ◎ Electronic

・Has paint cracks and scratches on F bumper. ・Power folding doesn't work on driver's seat side and

・Both right & left side step has paint crack and   angle adjustment is not working on both mirrors.

   repair marks. ・Power window less on driver's seat side.

・Has Paint cracks and re touched on R bumper. ・A/C less.

OTHER RECOMMEND POINT

・Almost all exterior parts are one-off ones. ・Rare! 1993 model S13 Silvia Q's!

・Many one-off parts are used inside the cabin, and ・Most parts are one-off on both exterior and interior!

   has lots of missing parts like liner.   This car has outstanding look!

・This car doesn't start idling until the water temp. ・Many aftermarket parts are installed!

  raised to 60 ℃. ・Popular wheels! RAYS SE 37 17 Inch!

・Strongly recommend to who want different car!




